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College of Opticians of Ontario – Activity ID #: 4015 1 PG Credit 

National Association of Canadian Optician Regulators –   Course #: 110.534 

2 RF (SK/MB/NB/NS/NL) 1 RF (PE) 

 

Test Information: 

• You will need to score a 70% or higher mark. 

• You will receive your certificate after a few days of completion. They are sent manually. 

• The quiz will be at the end of the document with a direct link for you to take it. 

• Feel free to use this document during the quiz. 

• The Quiz link Is on page 1 and 18. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Introduction 
 

 

In this educational write up we will be going over what customer service should be expected in the modern 

era and some suggested strategies in the modern era and during this time of Covid-19.  

In this you will learn what stores are doing to make sure they give current and new customers the tools they 

need to have a safe and easy time coming into your store and purchasing the items they need. Also, this 

education will show you what you can do, to keep yourself and your employees safe during these times. 

We will also be going over your online information for your store, so your customers know what to expect 

when they arrive and what your protocols and rules.  

Life can be difficult as a storefront right now and life can be difficult as an in-person shopper. So, making sure 

things are as clear and as up to date as possible online is now more important than it ever has been.  

  

 



 
 

Why is Customer Service Important? 
 

What is customer service and why it is important to your business? Well, to begin with a customer is just not 

a potential sale that you might make for your business, this is a person that is coming into your life. We 

should treat a customer like we like being treated ourselves. Is this something that is taught to you or is this 

something that is learned over the years? Many different customers make up the happy, the upset, the 

demanding, the interrupting and the repeat customers that you may have.  

Customer service is important for any business. It is important that a customer feels welcome no matter 

what. 

From the opening of the front door to the end of the appointment. The service that is given by your business 

represents your business. Thus, the customer is important, and the service is important! 

Customer service can be as simply as saying “hello” with a smile when they arrive. It can mean helping them 

find what they are looking for. It can mean helping them with their payment. Maybe getting them a glass of 

water or hot drink depending on the way you operate your business. Even including them in a conversation 

that you are having with someone else. Do you offer to take their coat and hang it up? Everyone should be 

greeted and appreciated for coming into your business. 

Most of the customers in a retail environment are happy. They are coming into your business looking forward 

to the professional service that your business provides. Or to roam around and shop, I think that they call that 

“retail therapy!”. These customers are always enjoying their day and anything that it has to bring that is 

positive, so it is easy to give them the great customer service they deserve. 

The upset customer, as outlined in the previous education we have done is a little more challenging. If you 

have not already read this education, please do. It can be found on the Optical Group website as well. The 

upset customer may have reasons that they are not happy. It could be with someone, it could be from 

previous business with your company, it could be from another company, and they are looking to you to help, 

any number of different things. You will maybe need to take a little extra time and an extra smile to find out. 

Then we have the demanding customer who believes they should be first and does not want to wait. With 

protocols in place right now, we have all had to learn to wait our turns. If this happens in your business, it 

should be addressed promptly. You may have another customer already waiting patiently. These types of 

customers will try to go to the head of the line. They can also be interruptive with you or your staff. Saying 

that they will only take a minute of your time and use a reason why they should be next. It is hard to make 

this call but that is what customer service is all about. 

The repeat customer is a customer you have had come to your business before. They must have very much 

appreciated all that you and your staff provided in their previous visits so let’s have them enjoy your great 

customer service again! 

Everyday, are you and your staff prepared to whom will be visiting during the morning and afternoon 

appointments? Have you, or maybe you do already have “cheat notes” on each patient or customer that you 



have so that it can be reviewed prior to their visit? Just a few jot notes would be noted on their customer 

card. For example, do they have a pet that they have mentioned and if so their pets name and ask they are 

doing, something you may have in common or want to try and you would like to hear their store, like fishing, 

it always brings great stories! Or what about their favourite style of frames so that if your staff have time, 

they can research the newest styles and colours. You could already have a tray with some so at the beginning 

of their appointment you could show them.  

In retail, when your next customer comes through the door, let’s not make the welcome repetitious. Often, I 

have heard “hello, how are you” from an overwhelming number of greeters. In my experience shopping in a 

retail store and when looking around while shopping at the front of the store, you hear these words 

repeatedly in the same monotone voice. This makes the customer feel like they have been welcomed when 

they come in through the door but when you are shopping and hear this phrase over and over it sounds very 

robot like therefore unprofessional. And when there is no feeling put towards these words, they do not mean 

anything. Let’s change the way we address each customer every time. I have noticed that even though we are 

all wearing masks that cover our faces, you can still see the smile on faces because you can see it in your 

eyes! Again, try it!  

 

 

 

 
 



 

Modern Era Customer Service 
 

Do you think that customer service is something that is learned or taught, or maybe a little of both? Over the 

years of working as a customer service representative for a variety of different businesses, it has always just 

been natural, I think I was taught at a young age, in fact I know that I was, and it has always been a part of my 

way of interacting with others. Teaching it at an early age, like for someone just entering the work force 

depending on the job and position they hold can last a lifetime. After you hire someone for a position, do you 

teach them how your customer service in your store works? Do you set up staff meetings and review a few 

times a year with all your staff? This is when you could take the time and teach them. If you hear one of your 

staff not providing the utmost service, do you address it right away? Again, remembering that is not 

something that you would speak to during the time they are servicing the customer but maybe step in and 

offer some assistance and then speak with your staff member directly after their shift or after the customer 

has left and always apart from other staff and other customers. As a professional, customer service is part of 

your everyday business operations. But it is not solely your customers and how they are treated, it is your 

staff too and how they treat each other. They too should be professional in the way they speak and address 

other staff, even if you do not have customers in your store. If you sense that a few of your staff do not get 

along then address the issue with each of them and resolve quickly. 

Out one evening at dinner, at a very exclusive location, I was witness to staff “bickering” at one another. The 

two staff were working together in pairs with other staff for the patrons. When having a conversation with 

one of them, I heard “shush…shush” and looked up at him and saw him putting his finger to his mouth, 

motioning a quiet sign over his lips. He never looked at me, but I am sure that he saw that I was looking at 

him. Yes, the other server was being a little opinionated but funny at the same time and he was making us 

laugh. So, I guess his co worker could hear him and felt that his option should not have been expressed to us. 

He also made a comment to him that he did not have to run back and forth every few minutes leaving the 

station. What I saw was him only going to get more cutlery and refilling the water containers, isn’t that what 

his job would have entailed? Finally, he spoke up and said, “why are you “riding” me tonight, everything I am 

doing is part of my job”. It’s too bad that we heard all of this. So did the table in front and behind us. Then as 

we were leaving, we were asked by them to complete a card about our experience our names, was it our first 

visit and how did we hear of this place, the quality, the service, and the cleanliness and if we would go back 

to the location again? I don’t think that the staff realized that we could hear them, but should I send this card 

back with the truth? Or just answer the other questions because it was an awesome place to have a nice 

dinner! If I had not heard these words and gestures, I would have given a excellent review and we all know 

how far that goes. Not sure if these two were co-workers or one was the other managers or senior staff who 

felt it was okay to speak to the other this way? Either way they should have known better! 

Another experience I had not too long ago happened in my hometown that is not a small hometown. A retail 

store that has been in the city for many years and sells exclusive items. This was my first experience as a 

customer there and will not be my last! With the protocols in place and clearly posted, I had to wait for a few 

moments to get into the store. Once I did, I was greeted very nicely. Looking around I could hear the lady at 

the counter, who I later found out was one of the owners, talking to what seemed to me as a customer for 

many years. The purchase that she had made was too big for the bags that they had so it did not fit around it. 



This making it made it hard for the customer to hang onto. I guess this lady had taken the bus so not having a 

big enough bag made it a little difficult for her. Instead, she offered to drop it off to her after they closed the 

store for the day. She said no, that was okay she could manage. Then one of the other (I found out later) 

other owners said, “let me get my coat, I will drive you home, it’s not far and I would like to get some fresh 

air.” Now, that is customer service! But since she had been a customer for a while, they knew who she was 

and felt comfortable driving her to her home. Now, I had left getting a gift kind of late and it was only 

because I could not find what I was really looking for. So, when they asked me if there was anything that they 

could help me with I said no and told them what I was looking for. Turns out because I was a late shopper, 

they had sold out but told me that if I ordered that day, it would be in time for the occasion that I needed it 

for. So, I ordered and happily went on my way after being told that they would call me when it arrived and 

told me the hours, they would be open. So, days went by and no phone call saying that it had arrived, I even 

called and asked and was told that as far as they knew was on the way via courier. That night I got a call from 

my brother on my cell phone asking why no one was answering my land line phone? What!! Turns out that 

the number that I had given to this store was my land line number and it was not working! The next morning, 

I called the store right away and they said yes it has arrived and that they had called me 5 times! Days earlier 

it had arrived and the person who answered did not realize it was me! When I finally got there and picked it 

up I was given the most exceptional customer service and was given at least 3 apologies, all good and the 

recipient of our gift was thrilled. 

On the phone is no exception. Politeness goes a long way. Listen and respond with a smile. Yes, you can tell if 

someone is smiling on the phone because your voice changes. Try it. When answering the phone use 

etiquette. Your business name always should be the first mentioned so the customer knows that they have 

the correct number. Then simply, good morning, good afternoon, good evening or thank you for calling. 

Always have a notepad or the computer open to take any notes. If there is a message on your machine, make 

sure that it is pleasant, clear and not too loud. Sometimes soft music keeps people calmer than loud or fast 

that sometime can make someone anxious. Same goes for inside your business location, upbeat music makes 

people generally happier and is good for anyone who is shopping! Have you ever shopped in a store with 

music so loud and not to your liking, doesn’t it make you want to run out of the store so that you do not have 

to listen to it? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Customer Service During Covid-19 
 

The techniques to use with any customer that will come into your business is really the same. So now we 

must learn the customer service in the new era of the COVID 19 pandemic. With the new restrictions how do 

you feel? Does it make it easier for you and your staff when the customer must make an appointment? It is 

nicer to have just a few people in your store. Taking your time with the customer, does it make them feel like 

it is a more personal service? You can really make a difference with the customer service that they receive 

during their visit. Then when they have to make an appointment to come back to your store, they feel this 

personal experience again. 

They will have a pleasant experience because they already know the provincial protocols and when making 

the appointment should be explained. If a customer walks in for their appointment and refuses to do any of 

the protocols? What is your policy? With safety measures in place, yes some of your business has changed. 

Taking temperatures, making sure customers are wearing masks, hand sanitizing, social distancing, cleaning 

and sanitizing frames, desk and phones.  

 

 

 
 



 

 

In Person Conclusion 
 

Customer service does not mean that if your customer is not happy and comes through your door that way. 

Understand why they are not happy, maybe you may already know when they make their appointment that 

you may have a challenge. At least you can schedule them in when no other customer is there? Again, this is 

why you want the pad of paper of computer open to make these notes. Your service still should be of respect 

from your customer, even though we think that the customer is always right. We also have the upset 

customer which we have talked about in the education module “Defusing Upset Customers” If you have not 

already read the education module you can go online to the Optical Group website and this course is located 

there for you. It is loaded with a lot of suggestions and techniques for you and your staff to use when an 

upset customer walks in the door.  

We will now begin our second segment of our education which will cover the online component. Being able 

to understand online and in person customer service is a great way to ensure current customers return and 

new faces come through your door.  

 

 



 

Online Introduction 
 

 

In the new era of COVID-19 with the new restrictions that are constantly changing it is more important now 

then it ever has been to make sure your online information for your storefront is as up to date as possible. 

This includes your website and your social media.  

Making things as safe and easy for your customers online means that they will feel comfortable ahead of time 

with less anxiety knowing all your rules at your store. Whether it’s keeping your store hours up to date or 

your rules on sanitizing before entering, in this section of the education we will go over how to make it as 

simple as possible for your customers.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

General Overview Online and Making Things Clear for Customers 
 

 

The two things, future and current customers do online when looking for something, is they Google your 

store and look for the hours you are open throughout the day. Traditionally Google will assist them in 

searching for this by showing your hours of operation along with your website and phone number. Once they 

have reviewed that, they will either call your number that Google has listed, and get the information they 

need, or they will go to your website and try and get as much information as they possibly can from that.  

Making your website as simple to maneuver through as possible for customers is now more important than it 

ever has been, as most customers will be looking for your COVID-19 protocols. These restrictions, as we all 

know, are in place to keep both you and your customers safe and giving them a chance to review your rules 

online before they enter your store. This will help create a happy and safe environment for everyone. 

If your information is not easy to find, customers could end up going to a competitor if they have their online 

layout easier to understand with a simpler way to access information. 

Traditionally we will see websites with a main blog on the homepage with the COVID-19 information easy to 

find and read. This information should greet future customers and give them all the information needed such 

as, hours of operation and if it has changed, if it has changed make sure to include the changes so past 

customers understand things may be different, your phone number, whether an appointment is necessary, to 

wear a mask, max capacity at the store, whether customers need to wait outside and be greeted to come in, 

whether to use hand sanitizer before entering and anything else that you feel should be included as all stores 

are different.  

With the surge of false information being posted everywhere online it should always be a priority to give your 

customers an easy way of going straight to the source of your current information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

False information Online and Safety 
 

 

Social media can be such a powerful tool, but we need to remember it is just that. It has taken a tremendous 

turn over the last few years as so much false information can be found at such a rapid rate.  

For example, The last thing you need at your store is to find out some random person has Tweeted about 

your store and may have accidently posted a wrong time, if then, a potential customer decides to do a quick 

search on Twitter and your information is not up to date, they may look up recent tweets about your store 

and if they find a Tweet with someone else saying “Visited @yourstore on Monday at 7pm! Great service!” 

They may then show up at your store at that time and you may not even be open on Mondays anymore. The 

customer, who possibly would feel burned from this, may end up going somewhere else.  

As tedious as it may be, you need to keep an eye out for this false information. You should reply to the 

person who posted “Visited @yourstore on Monday at 7pm! Great service!” and state something like “Hey 

@username, we aren’t actually open on Mondays, so you may have the time wrong! Regardless, thanks for 

being such a loyal customer!” The original poster will either then delete the old tweet and do a revised 

version, or they may reply with something innocent stating they have the time wrong. 

When things are public, even the little things can make a difference.  

In all your social media, make sure your bio is as up to date as possible, if you can’t fit all of your information 

in that bio you can always state to check your website for the most up to date information. Make sure to 

include the most critical parts in your bio such as: Website, Phone Number, Hours of Operation. 

One other handy tool your can use is the “Pin Post” feature don’t be afraid to post a screen capture of a 

Word document on your page with all the information as well and then pin that post to the top of your page. 

You can do this on both Twitter and Facebook by posting the information you want shared and then clicking 

the three dots on the top right of the post, you then can click “Pin Post” so it will appear as the top post at all 

times, to undo this simply repeat the process except click “Unpin Post”. This pinned post will be the first thing 

people see when they click on your profile and scroll down to see your posts.  

If you see someone posting false information about your store or about you, especially right now, always 

remember to report the user on the site you are on. This user could have any number of reasons for this 

behaviour, they could have been an upset customer from the past who visited your store and had a bad 

experience, but this does not excuse spreading false information about you.  

If someone comes into your store and does not follow the current Covid-19 guidelines and you ask them to 

either respect the rules or to leave and they decide to go online after and make comment about you or your 

store you need to understand what needs to be done, as stated above if they post incorrect information 

about you or your store make sure to report the message online, if the person makes threats against anyone, 

make sure to contact the proper authorities. Getting into an online argument with this person will just make 

people more aware of this false post and may end up damaging your reputation.  



Traditionally, if you feel it needs to be done, reply once with the proper information and what occurred. After 

that you don’t want to go down a hole of wasting your valuable time and resources arguing with a person 

who is the wrong.  

Remember if this person sees that they will get your attention by making these posts they may continue to 

spam your page with them knowing it will frustrate you. You need to know when to report and block a 

person. 

Usually, when it comes to extended online arguments no one comes out of it looking like the better person.  

Reinforcing positive behaviour online is a great way for customers to know that they are valued and may get 

others to come into your store and post online as well, use your time wisely with these people posting the 

good online. We already have a lot of negativity online, we don’t need more.  

Making sure your employees stay out of conflicts online regarding your business is an important factor as 

well. Employees already have so much they need to understand and do, add on top of that the new Covid-19 

safety measures, it can become a rather difficult time keeping a calm mind. Employees are almost seen as 

bodyguards now, they have to deal with people coming inside your store who may either be already upset 

with something that has happened to them that day or they are upset with the new restrictions and now they 

have to be the face of the conflict, originally it was handling disgruntled customers now they have to handle 

that and enforce new rules that are constantly changing. Eventually you will get people who may come into 

your store accidently forgetting to wear their mask properly, and they may snap due to the fact they have just 

been dealing with customers who just don’t want to follow rules. The last thing you want to see online is 

someone ranting about one of your employees saying that “they treated them poorly” or “they are angry 

people” when you know for a fact that it is because they have so much they have to memorize and do.  

You always want to make sure you address these online issues with your employees, be honest and 

compassionate with them tell them that if this customer comes in the store again, they will address this with 

the customer, or you can reply to this online comment stating that employees have so much responsibility 

now that it is difficult, and fatiguing having to work and enforce rules all day. Employees are people and they 

also have their own personal lives, the last thing they want to see when they get home after working is that 

they are being flamed online after an already long day. We see these types of instances online where people 

take video of something happening and leave out what potentially had happened before the video started 

and give this video next to no context of what is actually happening. The same thing tends to happen with 

critical text posts online people only say and write and what they feel like will win them an online argument 

and make them look like the good person, when in reality they are giving no context to the situation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

An Up-to-Date Website is an Up-to-Date Customer 
 

Your website is your stores face online. Making things as clear as possible is the most important factor for 

customers. People want to be able to understand what needs to be done before entering your store, even 

the slightest amount of confusion can cause a customer to go to a competitor. One thing that is seen quite 

frequently is the usage of not only written descriptions of the rules of your store but also pictures, you may 

notice when you walk near storefronts you will see pictures of masks and sanitization. Posting pictures like 

this online as well as a written description is the best for everyone, and it is also the most accessible.  

Along with what was stated earlier in this education making sure you have a clean front page for customers 

to get all the information they need with as little effort as possible is important. Just like with social media 

you want to make sure your phone number and hours of operation along with rules of your store are all 

easily accessible for any visitor to find.  

In the introduction to this section of the education we discussed why a blog is important as well, make sure 

you have all of the information that you feel is appropriate is in this blog, along with a general thank you to 

future and past customers and how you plan on keeping them safe during their visit.  

If you ever feel like you are overwhelmed with updating and upkeep for your social media and your website, 

you can always contact one of the many companies that help to keep everything up to date online and create 

content for you to post. With the expectation that every company should have a social media presence and a 

website that keeps customers informed. Having someone do this for you can be a massive advantage for you 

to concentrate your time and resources in other things.  

 



 

 

 

Thank You to The Optical Group and All of our Readers 
 

A special thank you to The Optical Group for allowing us to continue our path of creating education for all the 

Optical Professionals in Canada. We hope to bring more quality content soon. A special thank you to 

everyone who continues to read and take our education, we are constantly amazed by the positive feedback 

we receive, and we are thankful to all of the wonderful people we have met and continue to meet in this 

amazing industry. Stay safe! 
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